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Parking his van in Deby, the town of the Trump rally – close, but not right up to, because it
was full of visitors’ cars.

Strange that he even could get one of the last parking spots – because other visitors had
reported they had to park far away.

On foot, he carried a ladder (I believe 5 foot) which he had bought at Home Depot that same
Saturday morning and brought with him in his van. Also on foot, he openly carried the
AR-15-style rifle of his father’s with plenty of ammunition. He had just bought 50 rounds of
ammunition extra. Yeah, when on a picnic, you sometimes buy some necessities in the last
minute.

Perhaps  whistling  a  joyful  tune,  he  met  a  police  officer  on  his  way,  and  then  continued.
Several  witnesses  saw  him  walking,  carrying  his  rifle.  It  was  a  nice  morning.

Arriving at the scene, he put his ladder up on the wall of factory building and climbs up to
the  roof  of  the  factory  building,  only  140m from Trump.  A  police  officer  noted  the  ladder,
climbed it too, but just as the officer was trying to crawl up on the roof, he pointed his rifle
at  the  police  officer  and told  him to  get  lost  –  which  the  officer  duly  did  and nothing  else
happened.

All the officer could report was to have been threatened with a rifle by a man moving into
position from where he could get a clean shot at Trump – no need for fuzz from the police.
Fuzz came, however, soon after as lots of bystanders saw him crawling on the roof with his
rifling, approaching the middle point of the roof from where there was full  sight to Trump.
He didn’t care, and proceeded undisturbed as if he had some kind of “deal” with higher
powers, either divine powers or deep state powers.
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A law enforcement counter-sharpshooter positioned behind Trump followed it all. The law
enforcement sharpshooter posted on social media, that the sharpshooter had him on his
scope at least 3 minutes before he fired on Trump, but that orders were not to shoot before
the assassin shot. Meanwhile, Trump was speaking joyfully, no need to disturb Trump either
to get Trump away from the scene at least until the situation was resolved.

Why?

The 20-year old had registered early as a Republican voter – but on 20 January 2021, on the
exact day of President Biden’s inauguration, he sent a highly symbolic $ 15 to a Democratic
“action  group”  –  clearly  indicating  that  he  was  against  Trump and  (at  least  morally)
supported others who were against Trump. This seems clearly motivated by the 6 January
2021 incident just two weeks earlier.

A loner,  somewhat  bullied by others,  but  having intelligence and empathy.  Good with
computers. High school degree. Worked like his parents in social care, giving meals to the
elderly. Never anything to report on. Didn’t try to shoot anyone he knew, or to shoot “as
many as possible”. If he had any personal thirst a kind of revenge on his local community, it
looks rather like becoming a local hero who saved the USA from Trump.

Timing is  notable:  This  event  happened exactly  as  nothing else can stop Trump from
becoming  the  next  President,  except  death  or  injury.  All  Democratic  efforts  to  defame
Trump, to ruin Trump, to make Trump a felon have failed. All chances of Biden winning a
victory in the last minute have also evaporated, as this happened. Even Biden himself and
the Democratic party have in a sense sunk into the ground and evaporated.

Either … or…

Either this guy was extremely naïve, and just plain lucky he got so far. Wandering around in
the open with a ladder and a rifle, ignoring all witnesses incl. bypassing police, climbing roof
in full daylight with lots of bystanders to reach Trump. Fools are sometimes lucky – they do
things nobody thought possible, and because nobody thought it possible, they might get far.

Or this guy achieved some kind of contact in the deep state and was carefully selected as a
“sleeper agent”, so to be activated by the deep state when all other means to stop Trump
had been exhausted. This would explain why no social contacts have been registered. The
deep state doesn’t leave traces.

The Secret Service team close around Trump are loyal to the task. They have worked with
Trump since 2016, and they have extremely close personal relationships together, knowing
each other’s family etc. But leadership on the scene was criminally bad. Bad planning. Lack
of coordination. Procedures not okay. Priority number one is to secure the protectee before
any injury happens. As somebody said: “Maximum attention on securing the Protectee”. But
while  Trump  was  speaking,  Secret  Service  people  ran  behind  Trump  with  weapons
unholstered – nobody caring to secure Trump’s immediate safety before Trump was already
hit just millimeters from his skull. Awful and disgraceful.

Less than mediocre. Who said that the USSS – the Secret Service – were the best in the
world?

The top of Secret Service is guilty. Criminal neglect as a minimum comes to mind. Or
whatever your instincts believe. Info has circulated, that the Director of Secret Service had
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reduced Trump’s  security  level  on  request  from President  Biden,  making  Trump more
vulnerable  assassination.  Anyway,  don’t  expect  an  “independent”  FBI  investigation  to  find
anything similar to the Truth. But will a Congressional investigation get any further? So far,
Congressional  investigations  have  a  history  of  superficiality,  parody,  drama,  and  personal
profiling – but not of digging into the dark stuff.
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